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Abstract: E!cient evacuation plan with which a maximum evacuees can be sent as soon as possible

from the disastrous place to the safe place is an important notion during the response phase of the disaster

management. Such a plan in terms of optimization models has been extensively studied in a various scenarios,

see [3]. The optimization models have been based on the flow conservation constraint which permits an

evacuee to be taken out of the disastrous place only if it can be sent into the safe place. However, the

evacuation plan model with no flow conservation can keep several evacuees in the relatively safe places

besides the evacuees which could be sent into the safe place.

In this paper, we describe an optimization model for the evacuation plan based on the non-conservation

flow constraint with an e!cient solution procedure which keeps a maximum evacuees on the prioritized

intermediate places besides a maximum evacuees into the specified safe place.

Key Words: Network Flow, Flow Conservation, Preflow-Push Algorithm, Evacuation Planning Problem
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1. Introduction

Disaster management includes prevention which attempts permanent protection from

disasters, planning which focuses on preparing the equipment and procedures for the use

during the response after the disaster and recovery which attempts to bring the a!ected area

and people back to normalcy. E"cient evacuation planing over the existing road network is

an important notion of the planning phase of the disaster management. The main objective

of the evacuation planning is to find an e"cient procedure so that maximum number of

evacuees can be evacuated from the disastrous place, the source, as soon as possible to the

safe place, the sink. The procedure can also be useful for the tra"c mitigation during the

rush hour in a crowd urban area.

Evacuation plan modeled with flow conservation allows evacuees to leave the source only

if they can reach the sink. The literature has been flourished with wide range of studies on

the problems based on this characteristic since the investigation of two-terminal maximum

static flow problem in [4], see the survey articles [9] and [3]. The maximum dynamic flow

problem, that maximizes the flow from a source to a sink in given time horizon, has been

studied in [5] and [6]. Moreover, minimizing the total time to send the given flow from the

source to the sink, known as quickest flow problem and maximizing flow into the sink at
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each time step within the time horizon, known as earliest arrival flow problem has also been

studied, see [3]. Maximum flow evacuation planning problems with contraflow approach,

reversing the direction of the arcs so that flow into the sink can be increased within the

specified time horizon, have been studied in [11], [13], [8] and [12].

The evacuation planning model with flow conservation constraint does not allow the

evacuees to be kept at the intermediate places. However, the model with the non-conservation

constraint allows to keep at the intermediate places besides a maximum number of evacuees

to send into the sink. A preliminary solution approach, which is based on the preflow and

push algorithm investigated in [7], has been proposed in [1], [2] and [10].

This paper presents a model for the evacuation plan based on no flow conservation con-

cept with an e!cient solution procedure that keeps a maximum evacuees on the prioritized

intermediate places besides a maximum evacuees into the specified safe place.

2. Problem Formulation

An evacuation planning problem modeled on the network N = (V,E, ce, !e, s, d, T ), see

Figure 1, maximizes the total flow of evacuees f into the specified safe place d, the sink,

through the route segments e ! E, the arcs, of the routes initiated from the dangerous place

s, the source, over the time horizon T . That is,

maximize f =
!

e!!!(d)

T!

"=0

f(e, "),

where #"(d) denotes the set of arcs entering into the sink d. The flow unit f(e, ") "
R+ # {0} flows at time step " ! {0, 1, . . . , T} along the arc e = (v, w) with !e as transit

time. Here v and w, the nodes, are the set of intersections of arcs. The flow unit follows

the following constraints.

The flow units cannot exceed the arc capacity ce for any time step, i.e.

0 $ f(e, ") $ ce, for all e ! E and for all " ! {0, 1, . . . , T} ,(2.1)

E being the set of arcs.

The flow units that enters into a node v for each time step may not exit from it at the

same time or later within the time horizon T , i.e.

!

e!!!(v)

T!

"=0

f(e, ")%
!

e!!+(v)

T!

"=0

f(e, ") & 0, for all v ! V % {s, d}(2.2)

where #"(v) and #+(v) denote for the set of arcs entering into the node v and leaving from

it, respectively. The flow units remained at the node v at time " ! {0, 1, . . . , T}, say the

excess flow units ev("), satisfies

ev(") $
!

e!!!(v)

f(e, ") for all " ! {0, 1, . . . , T} .(2.3)

Such a node v ! V % {s, d} at which ev(") > 0 is said to be an active node at time " and

the corresponding flow f(e, ") is a pre-flow.
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Figure 1. An evacuation network N with s is the dangerous place (source)

and d is the safe place (sink). The first and the second numbers next to each

arc are the capacity and the transit times respectively.

Additionally, it is allowed to hold flow hv! at the temporary shelter v! of vertex v ! V

which is given by

0 " hv! =
T!

!=0

!

e"""(v)

f(e, ! # "e)#
T!

!=0

!

e""+(v)

f(e, !)(2.4)

for all v ! V .

The total flow of evacuees leaving source s equals the total flow of the evacuees held at

any vertex v ! V over the time horizon T , i.e.,

T!

!=0

!

e""+(s)

f(e, !) =
!

v"V
hv! .(2.5)

3. Solution Discussion

The modified preflow-push algorithm in [10] solves the maximum evacuation planning

problem for two-terminal static case that allows holding of evacuees in temporary shelter at

intermediate nodes. The procedure does not send the evacuees reaching once at intermediate

nodes back again to the source, a dangerous place but may push back to any intermediate

nodes. The preflow in each iteration is updated in the residual network Nf . For an arc

(v, w) ! N and f(v, w) < c(v,w), Nf contains the arc (v, w) with residual capacity r(v,w) =

c(v,w) # f(v, w) and if (v, w) ! N and f(v, w) > 0, then Nf contains the arc (w, v) with

residual capacity r(w,v) = f(v, w). The preflow is pushed from an active node v ! V to its

neighboring node w $= s, (v, w) ! Nf when the label at v and w satisfies l(v) = l(w) + 1.

Otherwise, the label of v is increased as l(v) := 1 + min {l(w) : (v, w) ! Nf}. The label

function l : V % Z+ & {0} is defined as

l(v)

"
#$

#%

= |V | if v = s,

" l(w) + 1 if (v, w) ! Nf ,

= 0 if v = d.

The excess flow of evacuees at v is held at the temporary shelter v
!
if the push operation

and the relabel operation are not applicable and even if l(v) " l(s) does not satisfy after

relabeling it. The procedure terminates with a maximum number of evacuees into the sink

as well as into the possible temporary shelters at the intermediate places simultaneously
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each time step within the time horizon, known as earliest arrival flow problem has also been
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R+ # {0} flows at time step " ! {0, 1, . . . , T} along the arc e = (v, w) with !e as transit
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it, respectively. The flow units remained at the node v at time " ! {0, 1, . . . , T}, say the

excess flow units ev("), satisfies
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which is given by
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The total flow of evacuees leaving source s equals the total flow of the evacuees held at

any vertex v ! V over the time horizon T , i.e.,
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3. Solution Discussion

The modified preflow-push algorithm in [10] solves the maximum evacuation planning

problem for two-terminal static case that allows holding of evacuees in temporary shelter at

intermediate nodes. The procedure does not send the evacuees reaching once at intermediate

nodes back again to the source, a dangerous place but may push back to any intermediate

nodes. The preflow in each iteration is updated in the residual network Nf . For an arc

(v, w) ! N and f(v, w) < c(v,w), Nf contains the arc (v, w) with residual capacity r(v,w) =

c(v,w) # f(v, w) and if (v, w) ! N and f(v, w) > 0, then Nf contains the arc (w, v) with

residual capacity r(w,v) = f(v, w). The preflow is pushed from an active node v ! V to its

neighboring node w $= s, (v, w) ! Nf when the label at v and w satisfies l(v) = l(w) + 1.

Otherwise, the label of v is increased as l(v) := 1 + min {l(w) : (v, w) ! Nf}. The label

function l : V % Z+ & {0} is defined as

l(v)

"
#$

#%

= |V | if v = s,

" l(w) + 1 if (v, w) ! Nf ,

= 0 if v = d.

The excess flow of evacuees at v is held at the temporary shelter v
!
if the push operation

and the relabel operation are not applicable and even if l(v) " l(s) does not satisfy after

relabeling it. The procedure terminates with a maximum number of evacuees into the sink

as well as into the possible temporary shelters at the intermediate places simultaneously
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and runs with polynomial time complexity. The exact solution procedures are given in

Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.2.

Algorithm 3.1. Subroutine: Push-Relabel-Hold

Push: For an arc (v, w) ! Nf of active node v with l(v) = l(w)+1, push ! = min
!
ev, c(v,w)

"

flow units along (v, w). Otherwise,

Relabel: For an active node v, set l(v) := 1 + min {l(w) : (v, w) ! Nf} satisfying l(v) "
l(s). Otherwise,

Hold: Hold excess ev > 0 at v!.

Algorithm 3.2. Modified Pre-flow-Push Algorithm for Static Network

Input: Network N = (V,E, ce, s, d)

Label Initialization:

For all v ! V # {s}, set l(v) to be the shortest path distance of v from d and set l(s) := n.

Preflow Initialization:

Set f(e) := ce for all e ! !+(s) and f(e) := 0 for remaining arcs.

Subroutine Application:

Apply the subroutine PUSH-RELABEL-HOLD(v) for each active node v ! V .

Output: Maximum static flow with intermediate hold on N .

The intermediate nodes, in which the excess flow of evacuees might be held, may not be

of equal importance with respect to the risk, the distance from the sink, the holding capacity

etc. Solution to the problem with priority based intermediate nodes can be carried out by

applying the modified algorithm repeatedly on the residual network Nf with k intermediate

nodes ordered as I1, I2, . . ., Ik from lower priority to higher one after computing the

maximum static flow f in N .

The modified algorithm also solves the problem for two-terminal network with dynamic

case. One way of solving the problem is to apply the notion of time expanded network with

necessary modification. The time-expanded network NT , suggested in [5], of network N for

time horizon T without holdover arcs is given by NT = (V T , ET ) where V T is the set of

nodes v(") $ v ! V & $ " ! {0, 1, ..., T} and ET is the set of arcs (v("), w(" + #(v, w)))

such that v %= w, v, w ! V & $ " ! {0, 1, ..., T # #e}.

For the modification, the arcs (s("), s("+1)) and (d("), d("+1)) for all " ! {0, 1, ..., T # 1}
with su!cient capacities are added to the set ET . Moreover, each node v(T ); v ! V \ {s}
is connected to d(T ) by an artificial arc with zero capacity. A small network N depicted
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Figure 3. Time expanded network of the network depicted in Figure 2 for

T = 4.

on Figure 2 has been expanded for time horizon T = 4 in Figure 3. The exact solution

procedure that solves the maximum dynamic flow problem is given in Algorithm 3.3. The

limitation associated to this procedure is that it leads to a pseudo-polynomial time com-

plexity since it strongly depends on T.

Algorithm 3.3. Modified Preflow-Push Algorithm for Dynamic Network

(1) Given network N = (V,E, ce, !e, s, d, T ).

(2) Find NT of N .

(3) Apply the Modified Preflow-Push Algorithm on NT where s(0) is the source and

d(T ) is the sink.

(4) Get maximum dynamic flow with intermediate hold on N .

4. Conclusion

The number of evacuees out of the source may exceed the number of evacuees entering

into the sink in the evacuation planning problem modeled with no flow conservation. The

solution procedure discussed in this paper is based on the preflow-push concept and maxi-

mizes the number of evacuees not only into the sink but into the possible intermediate places

also. Our model assumes the su!cient holding capacities at intermediate nodes. However,

the flow value that is held at intermediate node is also regulated by the residual capacity

of the path from source to it. Investigation of more exact solution procedure leading to

14
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on Figure 2 has been expanded for time horizon T = 4 in Figure 3. The exact solution

procedure that solves the maximum dynamic flow problem is given in Algorithm 3.3. The

limitation associated to this procedure is that it leads to a pseudo-polynomial time com-

plexity since it strongly depends on T.
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(1) Given network N = (V,E, ce, !e, s, d, T ).

(2) Find NT of N .

(3) Apply the Modified Preflow-Push Algorithm on NT where s(0) is the source and

d(T ) is the sink.

(4) Get maximum dynamic flow with intermediate hold on N .

4. Conclusion

The number of evacuees out of the source may exceed the number of evacuees entering

into the sink in the evacuation planning problem modeled with no flow conservation. The

solution procedure discussed in this paper is based on the preflow-push concept and maxi-

mizes the number of evacuees not only into the sink but into the possible intermediate places

also. Our model assumes the su!cient holding capacities at intermediate nodes. However,

the flow value that is held at intermediate node is also regulated by the residual capacity

of the path from source to it. Investigation of more exact solution procedure leading to
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polynomial time complexity for the problem as well as modeling the problem with fixed

holding capacity at the intermediate nodes would be the immediate research directions.
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Abstract: The human thermal comfort is a!ected by the bodys heat exchange mechanism conduction, con-

vection, radiation, and evaporation. The mode of heat transfer between the body and environment depends

upon the human internal physiological phenomena, together with the boundary conditions. The present

paper provides the comprehensive overview of the thermoregulatory system of human body and studies the

numerical solution of unsteady-state one dimensional Pennes bio-heat equation with appropriate boundary

conditions. The solution is used to observe the temperature profiles at di!erent thermal conductivities,

and di!erent heat transfer coe"cients in the living tissue at the various time steps. Various physical and

physiological factors across the cylindrical living tissue have been incorporated in the model.

Key Words: Thermoregulatory control, Heat exchange mechanism, Unsteady - state, Cylindrical living

Tissue

AMS (MOS) Subject Classification. 92C35 80A20

1. Introduction

Human body has the complex vascular geometry involving the multiple physical and

physiological phenomena such as conduction, convection, radiation, sweat evaporation,

blood flow and metabolism. Heat produced by human body may either preserved or trans-

mitted to the environment. When the internal body core temperature is nearly 370C,

human feels better comfort. So this temperature is considered as the normal temperature

which is as the result of heat generation and the heat loss by the body[11]. According to

Report of WHO, published in 1969, It is not recommended that body core temperature

exceeds 380C for a daily exposure to heavy work.” The fluctuation in this uniform body

temperature so far above and below causes the disturbance in thermoregulatory system. So

one should always try to keep balance the body temperature around 370C within the range

±0.60C.
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